
UV rays are strongest between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
during spring and summer months

More UV rays reach the ground at higher elevation levels

Cloud cover does not guarantee protection; UV rays 
reach the ground, and people, even on cloudy days

UV rays can bounce off surfaces like water, sand, 
snow, pavement, or even grass, leading to increased 
UV exposure

Spotting the dangers of ultraviolet 
(UV) radiation 

Practice sun safety: Ways to protect 
from overexposure 

Bright ideas to help 
your employees protect 
themselves under the 
summer sun

1 The American Cancer Society; https://www.cancer.org/healthy/be-safe-in-sun.html

2 American Academy of Ophthalmology; https://www.aao.org/eye-health/tips-prevention/sun 
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According to the American Cancer Society (ACS), skin cancer is 
the most common of all cancer types — and more than 5 million 
people are diagnosed every year.1 While many of us know about the 
damaging effects of being in the sun for an extended amount of time, 
it’s always a good idea to get a refresher on ways to protect skin and      
eyes when outdoors.      

A vision for healthy eyes 
Too much exposure to bright sunlight and UV rays can also 
impact a person’s eyes and eyesight. It increases the risk of 
developing cataracts, macular degeneration, eye cancers, 
and growths on the eye.2 That’s why it’s smart to proactively 
protect your peepers in the summer and every season.

Summertime is the right time for employees to 
use their health benefits 
Independence Blue Cross offers a variety of vision and preventive care services to 
help your employees enjoy a safe, healthy summer. Encourage your staff to make 
the most of their health plan. And if your company does work outdoors, keep 
these tips in mind: 

Wear a hat to 
protect the head, 

face, and neck

Use sunscreen to help 
protect skin that isn’t 
covered with clothing

Encourage sun safety 
among your employees, 

and provide sun 
protection when possible

Use tents, shelters, 
and cooling stations 
to provide shade at 

worksites

  Remember to wear sunglasses 
(even on cloudy days)

  Wear a hat along with 
your sunglasses 

  Never look directly 
into the sun

  Avoid tanning beds
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►  The ACS recommends 
wearing 30 SPF or higher

►  Reapply SPF every 
2 hours and after 
swimming, sweating, 
or toweling off

►  Throw out SPF after 
3 years or if it has 
been exposed to high 
temperatures
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Schedule breaks in the 
shade that allow workers 

to reapply sunscreen 
throughout their shifts

Stay in the shade, 
especially during 

midday hours

Wear sunglasses that 
block UV rays from eyes 

and the skin around them

Protect your skin 
with clothing that 

covers arms and legs

See the signs: Possible indicators of skin cancer
Everyone is different, but there are several indicators your employees should be aware 
of when it comes to detecting skin cancer. Here’s a helpful list from the ACS of what to 
look out for:

►  Irregular borders on moles

►  Moles that are not symmetrical

►  Moles with colors that are not uniform throughout 

►  Moles that are bigger than a pencil eraser

►  Itchy or painful moles

►  New moles

►  Sores that bleed and do not heal

►  Red patches or lumps

https://www.cancer.org/healthy/be-safe-in-sun.html
https://www.aao.org/eye-health/tips-prevention/sun

